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A SEMI-AUTOMATEDSYSTEM FOR THE CHARACTERIZATION
OF NLC ACCELERATING STRUCTURES*
S.M.Hanna, G.B. Bowden, H.A. Hoag, R. Loewen, AB. Vlieks, J.W. Wmg
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309, USA
A system for characteriziig the phase shift per cell of a
long X-band accelerator structure is described. The fields
within the structure are perturbed by a small cylindrical
metal bead pulled along the axis. A computer controls the
bead position and processes the data from a network analyzer connected to the accelerator section. Measurements
made on prototype accelerator sections are described, and
they are shown to be in good agreement with theory

1. INTRODUCTION
Linear accelerators require precise phase relationship
to be maintained between the driving rf field and the
bunched beam throughout the interaction length [l].
Structures for the Next Linear Collider (NLC) will
probably be machined and assembled to such tight
mechanical tolerances that no provision for cell tuning is
needed. However, prototype structures being developed for
the NLC Test Accelerator (NLCTA) will need to be tuned,
and will have provision for tuning built into each cell. The
X-baud structures are long, and employ a large number of
cells (204). Tuning has traditionally been checked by the
so-called nodal-shift method [2], in which a shorting
plunger rests on the irises and is moved from cell to cell
along the horizontal structure. Concerns over high-field
breakdown and dark current generation in the operating
accelerator prohibit the use of this method, which could
damage the finely machined copper surfaces.
In Section I1 of this paper, we describe a semiautomated measurement system being built for testing and
tuning NLCTA accelerator sections. The results of traveIing wave 0 perturbation measurements on two prototype sections are reported in Section III.Finally, in Section
Iv,the measured data are compared to predictions calculated from our analytical model.

11. ACCELERATING STRUCTURE
CHARACTEWZATION SYSTEM
The system being developed utilizes a bead fieldperturbation technique to evaluate the tuning of X-band

accelerators. A small metallic cylindrical bead is attached
to a thin nylon string running along the axis of the
vertically-mounted accelerator section, as shown in Fig. 1.
The position of the bead is determined by a stepper motordriven lead screw and carriage attached to the external
return loop of the nylon string. This method allows TW
perturbation measurements to be made without contacting
the clean inner surfaces of the section. The bead can be
replaced by a light metal cylinder if it is necessary to make
nodal-shiftmeasurements.
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Figure 1. Schematicdiagram for the semi-automated test setup.
A rotary encoder is shaft-coupled to the stepper motor.
A computer interfaces with both, reading back position data
from the encoder and stepping the motor as required by the
measurement program. The computer also collects and
processes the complex reflection coefficient data from a
microwave network analyzer connected to the accelerator
section.
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Figure 2. Reflection from the perturbed 75 cm accelerator
structure.
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Figure 4. Reflection from the perturbed 26 cm accelerator
structure.

III. TW PERTURBATION MEASUREMENT

along the accelerator axis through three consecutive cells.
The measured S 11 is plotted in the complex plane with
The system described above will be used to character- axial position as parameter. The three-fold symmetry for
ize the NLCTA sections as they are built during the next the 2 d 3 mode is clearly manifested. Points on the curve
two years. The measurements are based on bead perturba- where the bead crosses the center and the iris of one cell are
tion under traveling wave conditions [3,41.
marked. The phase advance from cell-to-cell, which can
Preliminary tests to develop this system have been easily be deduced from the reflection data, is shown in
made on two X-band accelerator sections which were built Fig. 3. These results were confirmed by nodal-shift
during the early phases of the NLCTA program. Both are measurements on the same sections [6]. Our measurement
constant impedance sections, one 26 cm long (30 cells) technique is capable of detecting small deviations from $e
and one 75 cm long (86 cells), and have been previously required phase shift for any cell in the accelerator structure.
tested at high power [5]. The cylindrical bead used was This is demonstrated in Fig. 4 for the 26-cm section.
0.508 mm in diameter and 0.483 mm high. The
monofilament nylon string was 0.145 mm in diameter. A
network analyzer connected to one port of the accelerator
JY.COMPARISON WITH ANALYTICAL
measured the reflection coefficient. Figure 2 shows the
MODELS
variation in the reflection coefficient as the bead is pulled
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Figure 3. Phase advance as a function of bead position in
the structure for the 75 crn structure.

The traces shown in Figs. 2 and 4 are geometrical
figures known as hypotrochoids. This response can be
predicted from a transmission line model [7], and also from
a purely field approach [8]. In the transmission line model,
the perturbation introduced by a lossless bead is treated as a
reactive discontinuity. Starting with the space harmonics of
the longitudinal electric field, E,, the magnitude and phase
of the reflection coefficient at the input port of the
accelerator can be obtained as the bead is pulled across the
structure. The field model starts with the space harmonics
of the longitudinal electric field and derives the magnitude
and phase of the reflection coefficient at the input port of
the accelerator. Figure 5 shows both the theoretical
predictions and the measured values of S 11 for the 75 cm
structure.

DISCLAIMER
Portions of this document may be illegible
in electronic image products. Images are
produced from the best available original
document.

successive bead pulls until the required phase advance
is reached.
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Figure 5. Comparison between calculated and measured
SI*for the 75 cm accelerator structure.

V. CONCLUSIONS
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